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Over 25 years of manufacturing production experience. a production shift supervisor
for over 15 years and worked as a spot welder before being promoted to supervisor.
In addition, experience as an apprentice meat cutter and professional fishing guide.
excellent mental and physical health, currently looking for full or part-time work with
benefits to supplementprofessional fishing guide business. enjoy new challenges and
look forward to starting a new career close to home (within 30 miles of Tomahawk,
WI).

EXPERIENCE
Manufacturing Production Supervisor I
ABC Corporation - JANUARY 1986 – MARCH 2015
 Builded a positive relationship with the Polywood Fabric tion customer
plant, resulting in a dramatic reduction in the amount of rejected
material.
 Builted a strong relationship with Polyform QA department and, as a
result, was able to eliminate the daily Quality visit.
 Membered of Six Sigma Paint DMR Project team as well as the Offline
Booth Performance project that resulted in increased through-put by
reducing cycle gaps.
 Managed utility crews in every department of the plant.
 Trained in liquid and powder painting as well as packaging Ensured
quality work and monitored work progress.
 Organized associates to efficiently accomplish tasks safely.
 Monitored quality issues and worked to resolve them.

Manufacturing Production Supervisor
Delta Corporation - 1981 – 1986









Conducted safety talks, job instruction meetings, ergonomic
evaluations, and safety incident report and investigations Maintain
workplace .
Coordinated final inspection of metal working and finishing processes.
Developed strong cohesion within team.
Directed metal working and assembly of displays according to
blueprints.
Consistently delivered high quality, customized products.
Hired on qualified personnel through temp-to-hire process.
Effectively coordinated production of sensors and heaters for the
plastics industry.
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EDUCATION


Master Of Arts - (National Louis University - Lisle, IL)

SKILLS
Six Sigma Green Belt.
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